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 1. GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE COUNTRY

Guatemala is a country of opportunities, located in a geograph-
ic location with access to two oceans, representing the larg-
est economy in Central America. The country has maintained a 
macro economy without drastic changes, low inflation, compe-
tent interest rates, stable exchange rate and a solid economic 
growth.

Location: Guatemala is the northernmost country of Central 
America. It borders to the north and west with Mexico, to the 
south with the Pacific Ocean, to the southeast with Honduras 
and El Salvador and to the east with Belize and the Atlantic 
Ocean.

Capital City: Guatemala City, which has approximately 4.1 
million inhabitants. 

GUATEMALA

Population: Approximately 15,500,000 inhabitants.

Official Language: Spanish.

Area: 108,890 km2.

Main Airport: La Aurora, Guatemala City.

Currency Exachange Rate: The currency exchange rate for 
Quetzals to U.S. Dollars is approximately Q.7.66 x US$.1.00.

Time Zone: GMT-6 (Central Standard Time).
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 2. HOW TO SET-UP A COMPANY 

GOVERNMENT

Three branches make up the democratic government of Guate-
mala, the Executive Branch (President and Ministers), Legisla-
tive Branch (Congress), and Judicial Branch (Supreme Court of 
Justice). The Congress of the Republic is the body responsible 
for issuing the laws that govern the country.

SECURITY

Currently, one of the main lines of work of the current gov-
ernment is to increase security rates, by implementing a new 
vision that delimits the security agenda. The government pro-
vided higher budget for bodies such as the Consejo Asesor de 
Seguridad (Security Advisor Body) (CAS), Dirección de Inteli-
gencia Civil (Civil Intelligence Body) and Instituto Nacional de 
Investigación Forense (National Institute of Forensic Investiga-
tions) (INACIF). Guatemalan government is aware that it must 
continue asking for help from the United Nations (UN) in order 
to decrease the crime rate in the country, acting together with 
the Ministry of the Interior, in order to provide a secure environ-
ment for its inhabitants.

ECONOMY

It is expected to close the year 2015 with a projected economic 
growth of 4.1%. Guatemala’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
is approximately Q.237,672.3 million, representing the highest 
GDP in the Central American Regional and comprising the larg-
est economic market of this region.

POLITICAL STABILITY

The last national democratic elections were carried out on October 
25, 2015, where Jimmy Morales and Jafeth Cabrera Franco, of the 
political party, FCN-Nacion, were elected as President and Vice 
President to govern Guatemala from 2016-2020. The previous 
Government was formed by Otto Pérez Molina y Roxana Baldetti 
Elías, who were elected as President and Vice President.  The 
Vice-president resigns from her position and her resignation was 
approved by the Congress effective as of May 12, while President 
Pérez Molina resigned on September 2 of 2015, days before the 
next national democratic elections on the same month. Guatemala 
has a diverse political system, reflected by approximately twenty-
five political parties. 

LIMITATIONS OR INCENTIVES TO FOREIGN 
INVESTMENTS

Guatemala is a country interested in promoting economic and 
social development, which is reflected in the Ley de Inversión 
Extranjera (Foreign Investment Law), Ley de Libre Negociación 
de Divisas (Law of Free Negotiation of Foreign Currencies), 
and Ley de Fomento y Desarrollo (Promotion and Develop-
ment Law) for export and maquila activities, including some 
tax exonerations, such as Income Tax and Value Added Tax and 
others. This promotes and guarantees foreigners an equal and 
impartial treatment with Guatemalans, who will have the same 
treatment regarding rights and obligations.

As part of the commitments that Guatemala has taken against 
the World Trade Organization (WTO) for the reduction and 
elimination of subsidies, it is expected that exemptions from 
income tax on export activity should be eliminated no later than 
December 31, 2015. With this purpose, the Central Government 
has submitted to the Congress of the Republic of Guatemala the 
bill of the Law for the Investment Promotion and Employment.

DEFINITIONS 

Partnership/Corporate Company: Group of two or more indi-
viduals or legal entities that bind a contract for profit-making, 
with a specific heritage, adapting it one of the five (5) forms 
established by law to operate in Guatemala.

Commercial Business: Joint of work, material elements, and 
incorporeal values determined to provide the public for pur-
poses of profit and systematically, goods or services. 
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pany’s articles of incorporation. All modifications resolved by 
the Shareholders Meeting must be executed in public deed and 
registered before the public registry.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A FOREIGN COMPANY 
BRANCH

Legally established foreign companies that would like to set 
up and operate in any manner in the country or would like to 
have one or more branches or agencies are subject to the provi-
sions of the Code of Commerce and other laws in the Republic. 
Among the most important applicable provisions are:

- They must appoint a permanent attorney-in-fact, who will be 
invested with broad powers to carry out all legal actions and 
businesses of its trade.

- Obtain a bond on behalf of third parties for an amount of no 
less than the equivalent in Quetzals to Fifty Thousand Dollars of 
the United States of America (US$ 50,000.00). The Mercantile 
Registry will set the amount of the bond.

- The approximate term to establish a branch is 30 to 45 days 
after receiving all the corresponding legal documents.

REGISTERING A BRANCH OFFICE AND APPOINTING 
AN AGENT IN THE PUBLIC REGISTRY

In order to register a branch before the Mercantile Registry and 
the Tax Administration offices, the company must comply with 
the following:

ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW LOCAL CORPORATE 
COMPANY

- The company is established by granting and executing a pub-
lic deed, authorized by a Guatemalan Notary.

- At least two natural and/or legal persons must execute the 
bylaws of the company, denominated as shareholders funders. 
In order to avoid dissolution, the company must remain with at 
least two shareholders throughout its life.

- After its establishment, the company must be registered in the 
Mercantile Registry of the Republic.

- Following, the company is registered as a contributor before 
the Superintendencia de Administración Tributaria (SAT) (Tax 
Administration Office), obtains its Tax Identification Number 
(NIT, for its abbreviation by initials in Spanish) and an authori-
zation to issue invoices. One of the prerequisites for this in-
scription is that the legal representative of the new company al-
ready has obtained his/her personal Tax Identification Number. 
If the legal representative does not have it, he/she must obtain 
it by the corresponding procedure, which is strictly personally.

- With these requirements, the company may begin its opera-
tions.

- The approximate time to establish a company is 30 days, after 
receiving the corresponding legal information and documents. 
However a provisional registration is obtained within five busi-
ness days of incorporation, as long as all the corresponding 
legal documents are submitted. The company can carry out its 
business with the provisional registration, pending any oppo-
sition by an interested party. Most oppositions are based on 
similarities with another company’s name and/or trade name.

COMPANIES ALREADY INCORPORATED 

The companies that have already been established may be 
modified to change its purpose, name, administrative body, 
etc., forming a completely new company form the one that was 
already established. For this purpose, the shareholders must 
hold a meeting to modify the relevant information in the com-
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- Appoint a permanent attorney-in-fact, who will be invested 
with broad powers to carry out all legal actions and businesses 
of its trade.

- Verify that the entity is duly incorporated in its country of ori-
gin. (Certificate of good standing)

- Verify that a resolution has been duly adopted for these pur-
poses.

- Establish a capital allocated for operations in the Republic 
of Guatemala and a bond in favor of third parties for not less 
than the equivalent in quetzals of fifty thousand dollars of the 
United States of America (US $ 50,000.00), that will be set by 
the Mercantile Registry. The bond shall remain in force for as 
long as the branch is operating in the country and  the branch 
must specifically bound to respond for all acts and businesses 
that take place in the country, not only to assets held in the 
territory of the Republic of Guatemala, but also with those who 
have overseas. 

- Submit to the jurisdiction of the Courts and the laws of this 
country, for the acts and businesses of private law that cele-
brates in the territory or the ones that will have effects in here. 

- Give up the possibility of invoking sovereign immunity, since 
only enjoy the rights, and the means of exercising, since they 
only enjoy the rights and means of exercising them that the 
country’s law gives to nationals.

- Before leaving the country, all legal requirements in effect at 
the time of his retirement must be meet.

- Provide Financial Information.

Every document need to be duly legalized up to the Guatemalan 
Consulate, to obtain government authorization as it is estab-
lished in the Ley del Organismo Judicial (Law of the Judicial 
Power of the Guatemalan Republic).
 

 3. TYPES OF CORPORTATE COMPANIES 

SOCIEDAD COLECTIVA (COLLECTIVE COMPANY)  

Corporate company that exists under a trade name and all part-
ners are jointly, unlimited and severally responsible for all the 
company’s obligations.

Elements of the Company:

- Corporate Company;
- Personal partnership, the most important is the characteristics 
of the partners, not the amount of quotas. 
- Participation is not represented by shares, but by quotas for 
each partner;
- The company name is made up by the name and surname of 
one of its partners or with the surnames of two or more of its 
partners, plus the mandatory designator Compañía, Sociedad 
Colectiva  (Collective Company), may be  abbreviated: Cía, S.C;
- The partners are liable jointly,  subsidiary and unlimited man-
ner.

SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA 
(LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)

Corporate company  that may not exceed of 20 partners, who 
are only responsible for the payment of their participations in 
the company. Therefore, only the company assets are liable for 
corporate obligations.
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Elements of the Company:
 
- Corporate Company;
- Participations not represented by shares, but by quotas for 
each partner;
- Maximum of 20 partners;
- It exists under a commercial name or under a trade name. The 
commercial name is freely made, but it will always make refer-
ence to the main business. The trade name is made up by the 
name and surname of one of its partners or with the surnames 
of two or more of its partners. In both cases it is mandatory to 
add at the end the word limited or the designator Compañía 
Limitada (Limited Liability Company), may be abbreviated: 
Ltda. o/y Cía. Ltda .

SOCIEDAD EN COMANDITA SIMPLE 
(COMMANDITE COMPANY)

Corporate company formed by one or more  comanditados 
partners who are liable jointly, severally, subsidiary and unlim-
ited manner, and by one or more comanditarios partners whose 
responsibility is limited to the amount of their contribution.

Elements of the Company: 

- Corporate Company;
- Participations not represented by shares, but by quotas for 
each partner;
- Its trade name is made up with the name of one of its  coman-
ditados partners or with the last names of two or more of them 
and with the mandatory designator y Compañía, Sociedad en 
Comandita (Commandite Company), may be  abbreviated: Cía, 
S. en C .;
- ComanditadosC partners  are jointly and severally liable and 
respond in subsidiary and unlimited manner, and comanditar-
ios partners only respond for the amount of their contribution.

SOCIEDAD EN COMANDITA POR ACCIONES 
(COMMANDITE COMPANY BY SHARES)

Corporate Company formed by one or more comanditados 
partners who respond jointly, severally, subsidiary and unlim-
ited manner, and by one or more comanditario partners whose 
responsibility is limited to the amount of the subscribed shares.

Elements of the Company: 

- Corporate  Company;
- Participations represented by shares. 
- Its trade name is made up with the name of one of its coman-
ditados partners or with the last names of two or more of them 
and with the mandatory designator y Compañía, Sociedad en 
Comandita por Acciones, may be  abbreviated: y Cía. S.C.A.

SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA 
(CORPORATION OR STOCK COMPANY)

Corporate Company with capital divided and represented by 
shares. Shareholders’ responsibility is limited to the payment 
of the subscribed shares. 

Elements of the Company: 

- Corporate Company;
- Participations represented by shares which are issued nomi-
native;
- Freedom to transfer shares, depending on the shares transfer-
ence regulations included in the bylaws;
- Participation to form the capital could be cash or in kind; 
- Its denomination may be freely made up, with the mandatory 
designator Sociedad Anónima, may be abbreviated:  S.A..

 4. FREE-TRADE ZONES AND 
INDUSTRIAL PARKS
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Free-Trade Zones and Industrial Parks are equivalent terms in 
Guatemala.

Currently Free-Trade Zones in Guatemala are governed by De-
cree 65-89 (Ley de Zonas Francas) and there are 17 operating 
Free-Trade Zones in accordance with the reports issued by the 
Ministry of Economy.  The benefits obtained from being author-
ized as a free-trade zone administrator or a free-trade zone user 
are tax exemptions, excellent location, besides obtaining basic 
utilities such as electricity, water, telephone, Internet service, 
security and in some places, land and water transportation.

Free-Trade Zone users might be either individuals or entities 
who must be previously authorized by the Ministry of Economy 
to operate within a Free-Trade Zone.  On 2015, there are 282 
registered users in the Ministry of Economy.

Users of Free-Trade3 zone may be classified:

a) Industrial users: Those whose line of business is manufac-
turing or assembling goods to be exported outside the national 
customs territory, re-exporting or technological research and 
development.

b) Services users: Those whose line of business is rendering 
services linked to international commerce. 

c) Commercial users: Those whose line of business is trading 
in merchandise to be exported outside the national customs 
territory, as well as re-exporting products when no activities 
take place that change the products’ characteristics or alter their 
origin. 

ENTITIES UNDER 29-89 (“DRAWBACK LAW”) 
REGIME

In order to operate under Decree 29-89, entities main corporate 
purpose must be the exportation and re-exportation of goods 
and such entities must also obtain an authorization granted by 
the Ministry of Economy.  On 2015 there are 759 entities ben-
efiting from Decree 29-89 regime, such entities are mostly ex-
porters of clothing, agricultural products and call centers. The 

benefits granted by Decree 29-89 regime are – among other - 
income tax exemption in connection to exports and tax exemp-
tion on importation taxes.

CHANGES IN THE REGULATIONS

As part of the commitments made by the Republic of Guate-
mala with the World Trade Organization, a deadline for export 
subsidies was set by 31 December 2015. Thus, changes in the 
regulations applicable to Free-Trade Zones and Decree 29-89 
regime are expected, mainly concerning the elimination of the 
exemption of income tax on export activities benefit. There are 
three bills in Congress pending to be discussed and approved 
seeking larger tax incentives to those companies generating 
employment and that imply investment in the country.

 5. TAX ISSUES

SALES TAX (VALUE ADDED TAX)

Value Added Tax (VAT) is an indirect tax on consumption. It ap-
plies to transfers of goods for a price and to rendering services. 
Final users or consumers bear the tax.

The Value Added Tax in Guatemala is a tax levied at twelve per-
cent (12%) of the tax base. The amount of the tax must always 
be included in the sales price of good or value of the services.
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INCOME TAX

Territoriality Principle 

The tax is generated each time taxed income is produced in 
Guatemala, or that is considered by law as deriving from a Gua-
temalan source, and is identified as such by law.

The Income Tax is structured into five titles, as included in the 
Tax Update Law, Decree 10-2012 of Congress as follows:

1) Title I: General Provisions.

- Defines and classifies Guatemalan source income into: in-
come from profitable activities; income from work; capital in-
come and capital gains and losses.

- Presumes the profitability in: assignments and transfers of 
assets and rights, services rendered.  This presumption admits 
proof to the contrary.

- Defines the concepts of resident and permanent establish-
ment.

- Creates general exonerations applicable for each income cat-
egory.

2) Title II: Income from Profitable Activities.

- Activities on Profit Utilities Regime: income tax on profits for 
profitable activities with a 25% rateo ver profits from January 
1, 2015. 

- Simplified Optional Regime: income tax on gross income at 
the following rates: 

- Provisions for valuations (transfer pricing rules).

The Tax Update Law, has incorporated into the Guatemalan leg-
islation transfer pricing rules that are applicable in any transac-
tion between related parties – as defined in the Tax Updat Law 
-. In this regard, the law states that the special transfer pricing 
rules for the valuation of the transactions between related par-
ties are applicable in any transaction carried out between a resi-
dent in Guatemala and a resident abroad and which has some 
effect in the determination of the tax base for the period in which 
the transaction is carried out and in the subsequent periods. 
Transfer pricing rules came in to force since January 1, 2015. 

To determine the value of the transactions according to the 
Arm’s Length Principle, one of the following methods must be 
applied:

1. Comparable uncontrolled Price method.
2. Cost plus method.
3. Resale price method.
4. Partition of profits method.
5. Transactional net margin method.
6. Method of valuation for imports and exports of goods.

Furthermore, the Income Tax Law grants powers to the Tax Au-
thority to:

1. Verify if the transactions carried out between related parties 
have been valuated according to the Arm’s Length Principle 
in tax matters and make adjustments as appropriate when the 
valuation agreed by the related parties has resulted in lower 
taxes in Guatemala;

2. Reclassify a transaction according to its real nature, if the 
economic reality of the transaction differs from its legal form, 
or the agreements relating to the transaction differ substantially 
from agreements that are taken between non related parties, and 
the structure of the transaction prevents the Tax Authority to 
determine the appropriate transfer price;

3. Determine, prior to the completion of a transaction between 
related parties, the valuation of such transaction. In order for 
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the Tax Authority to determine the valuation of the transaction, 
the taxpayers must request and comply with the procedure es-
tablished by law.

Finally, it is stated that the treatment to be applied to services 
provided between related parties should follow the same criteria 
for the transfer of goods or merchandises. 

3) Title III: Income from Work in Labor Relationships.

- Minimum vital amount is increased to Q.48,000
- Creates a scales of tax margins: 5% for taxable income be-
tween Q.0.01 to Q.240,000.00; and 10% taxable income higher 
than Q.240,000
- It does not allow to credit VAT paid to the applicable Income 
Tax Credit.

4) Title IV: Capital Income, Capital Gains and Losses.

5) Title V: Non-resident Income. 

For individual or legal entities not domiciled in Guatemala, 
it is calculated by applying to the income from a Guatemalan 
source, perceived or credited into account, the tax rate ranging 
from 5% to 25% depending on the activity carried out. The tax 
payable shall be considered as definitive payment.

Lastly, the Tax Update Law states that Congress of the Republic 
will have 2 years as of January 1, 2013 to present a Bill of Law 
that will amend or derogate legal provisions regarding exemp-
tions, exonerations, privileges or special treatment of Income 
Tax, as stated in other laws, so that they are coherent with the 
new law.

INCOME TAX EXEMPTIONS

The following persons and entities have an income tax exemp-
tions:
- Government agencies and decentralized, autonomous enti-
ties, municipalities and their companies, except those from 
legal entities formed with mixed capital.

- Universities legally authorized to operate in the country.

-Private schools, as centers of culture, exclusively on the in-
come from providing services related to education acts; lucra-
tive activities of these establishments, such as libraries, shuttle 
service, shops selling shoes and uniforms, internet, printers 
and other gainful activities are excluded.

- Inheritances, legacies and donations upon death, taxed by the 
Law on Inheritance Tax, legacies and donations.

- Income received by churches, solely by reason of worship. 
They are not included in this exemption income from lucra-
tive activities such as library services, parking, transportation, 
shopping, internet, canteens, restaurants and other lucrative 
activities.

• Solidarity Tax

The solidarity tax is applicable to individuals or legal persons, 
trusts, participation contracts, irregular partnerships, in fact, 
confidential tasks, branches of foreign persons operating in the 
country, condominiums, joint ownership, undivided inherit-
ances and other forms of business organization that have their 
own assets, engaging in commercial or agricultural activities in 
the country and obtain a more than 4% of their gross revenue 
gross margin. The solidarity tax levied at 1% of the greater of: 
a) The fourth of the amount of the net assets; or b) The fourth of 
the gross income.

• Property Tax

Guatemalan law establishes a single annual tax on property 
(IUSI) on the value of property located within Guatemalan terri-
tory. The tax is levied on real estate, rural and urban, as well as 
on the structures, buildings and facilities attached to the prop-
erty and on any property improvement. The law prescribes the 
scales and rates applicable for determining the annual tax on 
property.

• Tax on Real Estate Transfer

The first sale or barter of real estate is levied by the Value Added 
Tax, tariff equivalent to 12% of the amount of the sale.
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6. AGENCY, DISTRIBUTION AND REPRESENTATION 
AGREEMENTS 

Second and subsequent sales or barters of real estate are levied 
by the Fiscal Stamp Tax, equivalent to 3%.

• Stamp Tax

According to the Ley de Timbres Fiscales y de Papel Sellado 
especial para Protocolos (Fiscal Revenue Stamp and Special 
Sealed Paper used by Notaries Law), this tax is levied on docu-
ments described in the law. The persons who must bear the tax 
are those who grant or execute documents containing acts or 
contracts levied by the tax.

The tax amount is three percent (3%). The tax is determined by 
applying the rate to the value of the levied act or contract. The 
value is the amount stated in the document, which may not be 
lower than that stated in public registries, cadasters or official 
lists.

Documents which evidence the payment or account credit of 
dividends paid by Guatemalan companies are subject to this 
tax.

RELEVANT LAWS 

The Code of Commerce of Guatemala and its amendments are 
the legal bodies that govern agency, distribution and represen-
tation agreements. 
Commercial Agents are, in accordance with the applicable law, 
the persons acting permanently, for one or more principals, 

promoting commercial agreements or executing them for and 
on behalf of them. Commercial agents may be employed or 
self-employed. 

In accordance with the applicable law, Distributors or repre-
sentatives are those who are self-employed and sell, distribute, 
promote, issue or place goods or services of an individual or 
artificial, national or foreign person, named Principal. Their 
relationship is governed by a distribution or representation 
agreement. The Principal may simultaneously use various 
agents, distributors or representatives in the same area and for 
the same activity.

Individual or artificial persons acting as distributors, agents 
or representatives in accordance to law, must be registered as 
such in the Registro de Agentes, Distribuidores y Represent-
antes (Agents, Distributors and Representatives Registry) man-
aged by the Mercantile Registry of the Republic

If the distribution relation began before March 11th, 1998 the 
applicable legislation is Decree 78-71, Agency Agreement Law; 
after this date the Code of Commerce of Guatemala is the ap-
plicable legislation.

TERMINATION OF THE AGREEMENTS

Commercial Independent Agency, Distribution or Representa-
tive Agreements may only be terminated by:

- Mutual consent between the parties, in writing
- Term expiration, if any, and
- Cases determined by the Code of Commerce.

It is important to note that, in accordance with the applicable 
law, the causes above mentioned are the only which can pro-
vide for the termination of these agreements. 

DAMAGES AND COMPENSATIONS
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 7. LABOR ISSUES

The laws that govern labor issues are the Political Constitution 
of the Republic and the Labor Code. Both laws acknowledge 
minimum rights and legal warranties for employees, and as la-
bor laws, they are reconcilers, protective towards employees 
and tend to view all corresponding economic and social as-
pects.

If, after the corresponding agreement or relationship is termi-
nated, the parties cannot agree on the compensation amount to 
be paid for damages caused –in the understanding that the ter-
mination may be deemed without just cause-, its amount must 
be determined through Arbitration Process or a Summary Ju-
dicial Process. Unless otherwise agreed, it will be understood 
that the parties chose arbitration.

Notwithstanding the above, the parties are free to stipulate and 
set a value, beforehand, to the damages which may arise from a 
termination without just cause.

HIRING WORKERS

The individual employment agreement can be: (i) For an in-
definite period of time, where the date of its termination is not 
specified; (ii) For a set term; and (iii) For a certain job or task. 
Any individual employment agreement must be deemed as ex-
ecuted for an indefinite period of time unless there is legitimate 
and express evidence or stipulation to the contrary.

WORK HOURS

There are three types of work schedules in Guatemala:
- Daytime work schedule
- Nighttime work schedule
- Mixed work schedule

The calculations for hourly / weekly / overtime hours vary con-
siderably depending on each particular situation. You are ad-
vised to contact a lawyer for your specific case.
 
MINIMUM WAGE OR SALARY

The government annually sets the country’s overall minimum 
wage or salary.

Currently for the year 2015, for Agricultural and Non-Agri-
cultural Activities, the minimum wage is set for Q. 78.72 per 
day, which is equivalent to Q 9.85 per hour and Q. 2644.40 per 
month.  For export and Maquila activities, the minimum wage is 
set for Q.72.36 per day, which is equivalent to Q 9.04 per hour 
and Q. 2,450.95 per month.

Additionally, the Incentive Bonus for Productivity was created 
by Decree 78-79 and its amendments to stimulate and increase 
the employee’s productivity and efficiency. 

According to law, the present amount of the benefit is Q.250 per 
month. The benefit may be determined by mutual agreement 
with the employees, provided it is in excess of that established 
by the law.

NATIONAL HOLIDAYS

January 1; holy Thursday, Friday and Saturday; May 1; June 
30; September 15; October 20; November 1; December 24 half 
a day starting from noon; December 25; December 31 half a day 
starting from noon; and the day of the local festivity.  
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Decree 42-2010, Law that Promotes Domestic Tourism, pro-
vides that when a holiday falls on Tuesday it will be enjoyed the 
Monday before it, if it falls on Wednesday or Thursday it will 
be enjoyed on the immediate Friday, and if it falls on Saturday 
or Sunday it will not be changed.  Nevertheless the same law 
exempts its application to the majority of holidays, being valid 
only for the holiday of June 30. 

VACATIONS

All employees have the right to a full paid vacation period af-
ter one year of continuous work for the same employer, which 
minimum duration is of 15 working days. Vacations may not be 
compensated in money, except when the employee earned the 
right to enjoy them and did not enjoy them because the labor 
agreement ended for any reason.

MATERNITY LEAVE AND BENEFITS

Working mothers will have a paid leave of absence, receiving 
one hundred percent (100%) of her salary during the thirty (30) 
days prior to childbirth and fifty-four (54) days following child-
birth; the days she is not able to enjoy as a leave of absence 
before childbirth will accumulated for the postpartum period; 
therefore, the working mother must enjoy eighty-four (84) rest 
days during said period.

All working mothers who are breastfeeding must be allowed to 
feed their child in a special place at their workplace, for half an 
hour, two times a day. Working mothers may accumulate their 
breastfeeding time and enter an hour after the work shift starts 
or leave an hour before it finishes. The nursing period starts 

from the day when the mother returns to work and up to ten (10) 
months afterwards, except if this period must be extended due 
to medical prescription.

TERMINATION OF THE EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

Employment agreements may be terminated by:

- Termination with cause
The employer can terminate the employment agreement if the 
employee incurs in any of the termination causes established 
the Labor Code and in the Agreement or other internal regula-
tions of the employer. If the employer terminates the contract 
with a justified reason, he will not have any responsibility with 
the employee, with the exceptions of labor benefits he/she is 
entitled to.

- Termination without cause 
If the employer terminates the for any reason that differs from 
what is established by law, Agreement or in the internal regi-
men, the Employer must pay the Employee payments estab-
lished by the Labor Code that is in force, such as severance for 
time served and proportional labor benefits. 

- Resignation
Employee decides to voluntarily terminate the work relation-
ship; he/she must notify the employer beforehand in writing. 
The notice must be given in accordance with the rules estab-
lished in the Labor Code. 

- Mutual Agreement
In this case the employer is only responsible to pay in favor of 
the employee the pending salary and proportional labor ben-
efits he/she is entitled to. 
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FOREIGN EMPLOYEES AND IMMIGRATION RE-
QUIREMENTS 

All foreigners wishing to work in Guatemala must have a work 
permit. There is no discrimination towards foreign employees. 
However, there is preference for Guatemalan workers, since the 
law states that 90% of workers in a company must be Guatema-
lan. Discrimination towards foreigners is forbidden.

- Employers must verify the immigration status of their employ-
ees and assist in their permit applications, as applicable. 

- Foreigners, whether employers or employees, must file for 
the corresponding residency application before the Immigra-
tion Office. 

SOCIAL SECURITY / PENSION FUNDS

Any employer with three or more workers is required to be cor-
respondingly registered in the social security system.

Employers and workers must contribute financially to the Gua-
temalan Social Security Institute (IGSS). Furthermore, all em-
ployers must also contribute financially to the Technical Insti-
tute for Training and Productivity, as well as the Institute for the 
Worker’s Recreational Activities. Said contributions are carried 
out monthly by means of the ordinary and extraordinary salary 
of the workers in the following manner: for employees, the rate 
equals 4.83% of their salary, and for employers, 12.67% of the 
worker’s salary.

IGGS was established in 1946 and grants to its affiliates ser-
vices such as: pension funds, maternity, retirement and medical 
care.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY

The Regulation of Health and Occupational Safety, approved by 
Government Agreement No. 229-2014 of the Ministry of Labor 
and Social Security will enter into force on August 8, 2015. 
This Regulation updates the applicable rules regarding Health 
and Occupational Safety conditions that all employees, of any 
employer, must comply with in the performance of their duties 
in order to protect life, health and personal integrity at work.

8. REAL ESTATE

The Political Constitution of the Republic of Guatemala states 
that the right to private property is a constitutional right inher-
ent to every person, who may freely decide on their purpose and 
use in accordance to law. 

The State guarantees the exercise of this right, and must create 
the necessary conditions to allow owners the use and enjoy-
ment of their assets, in order to achieve individual progress and 
national development in the benefit of all Guatemalans.
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TYPES OF PROPERTIES

In Guatemala there are four types of real estate ownership 
rights: (1) fee simple title, (2) horizontal property, (3) real estate 
concession, and (4) untitled possession. 

• Fee Simple Title: The property gives the holder registered as 
owner full control over the real estate. Property is the right to 
enjoy and dispose of property within the limits and compliance 
with the obligations established by law.

To transfer a property is necessary for the parties sign a deed 
before a notary; deed that must be presented before the Real 
Estate Registry. Property in Guatemala may be held and trans-
ferred in fee simple, except for those properties located in the 
strip of fifteen kilometers wide along the border, measured from 
the border line, which can only be owned by Guatemalans, ex-
ceptions are allowed under the law.

• Horizontal Property: Is a right of ownership which combines 
various forms of property. The different units (apartment, floors 
or rooms) in the same building over a story, may belong to 
different owners, separately or in condominium, provided they 
have access to the street or to a certain common space leading 
to the street. The owner of the unit is the exclusive of that unit, 
but is also one of the many co-owners of the "common areas" 
that serve all the units, and the unit owner can use and enjoy to-
gether with other unit owners. Common areas can be corridors, 
reception, elevators, parking spaces and playgrounds.

• Real Estate Concession: This areas own by the Republic of 
Guatemala are those that we may found located in the strip of 
land 3 kilometers along the oceans, measured from the top line 
of the tides; 200 meters around the lakeshores; 100 meters 
on either side of the banks of the navigable rivers; 50 meters 
around the fountains and springs where water take populations.

The land located in this areas cannot be owned or transfer to 
the private domain, although exceptions are allowed under the 
law. However there is a legal procedure to lease the land for a 
maximum period of 30 years, under the terms and conditions 
of the applicable law. (Ley Reguladora de Áreas de Reservas 
Territoriales del Estado de Guatemala by its name in Spanish).

• Untitled Possession: Is the possession of Real Estate without 
being registered at the Real Estate Registry as owner. The holder 
may exercise all or some of the powers inherent in the domain, 
including the power to transfer their possession. To produce a 
title, the possession it needs to be founded in the principles of 
fair title, good faith, continuous, public and peaceful manner. 
Possession for ten years entitles the holder to apply for a title of 
the possession and this title may be registered at the Real Es-
tate Registry. Also, after 10 years the acquisitive prescription or 
adverse possession is declared, and a rightful title is granted.

ACQUIRING A PROPERTY

To acquire a Real Estate Property, it is necessary that the con-
tract is executed in writing before a notary public, and registered 
before the Real Estate Registry, notice to the relevant Cadastral 
institutions. The most common form of transfer of property is 
a contract of sale; however, the property can be transferred by 
other legal figures such as the donation, contribution or trans-
fer to companies in return.

Costs and expenses related to the acquisition of real property 
are:

Tax for transfer: The transfer of Real Estate is subject to payment 
of one of the following taxes, according to the situation of the 
property:

• Value Added Tax (VAT): If the corresponding contract in-
volves the first transfer of ownership of the property after its 
registration in the Real Estate Registry. The rate applied is 12% 
of the value of the sale.

- Stamp Tax: If the corresponding contract involves the second 
or subsequent transfer of ownership of the property, the rate 
applied is 3% of the value of the sale.
Contribution of assets to a company is exempt from any of any 
of these taxes.

- Income Tax: For the seller, if the property is transferred by a 
higher value , you must pay the fee of 10% on the capital gain 
that is generated by the difference of the registered price and 
contract price.
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• Registration fees: To register any contract that disposes the 
transfer of a real estate, the fees charged by the Real Estate Reg-
istry amount to a fixed fee of Q.160.00 ($25.00) plus Q.1,50 
($0.20) per thousand of the total amount of the transaction.

• Legal Fees: Notaries may freely convene the legal fees with 
their clients for the counseling on matters related to real es-
tate transfers, draft the corresponding deeds, and file records. 
However, Notaries may also refer to the Tariffs of Notaries that 
provides a fixed fee of Q.500.00 ($65.00) plus a percentage 
between 10% and 2% over the total amount of the contract, 
applying the lowest percentage when the transaction amount 
is higher.  

• Real Estate Tax: The tax base amounts to the value of the real 
estate, conformed by: a) the land; b) the constructions or fixed 
assets; c) permanent crops; d) hydro, topographic, geographic 
and environmental factors; e) its urban, suburban or rural na-
ture, amongst others. The applicable tariff varies upon the real 
estate price. The maximum total of tax due is Q.9.00 ($1.10) per 
thousand of the total amount of the real estate. 

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

The acquisition or transfer of real estate in Guatemala has no 
environmental obligations towards the parties. However, parties 
may agree to determine if the property is vitiated by an environ-
mental factor, by requesting a Voluntary Environmental Audit. 
The results of said audit might be included specifically in the 
relevant contract. This audit will inform the parties to decide 

on compensations, the purchase price, and liabilities towards 
third parties. 
As well, prior the acquisition of any real estate, it is necessary 
to verify the following factors:

• Protected Area: The Guatemalan System of Protected Areas 
(Sistema Guatemalteco de Áreas Protegidas –SIGAP–, for its 
name and initials in Spanish) has 309 areas under different 
conditions of management, which represents a 31% of the na-
tional territory. There are some lands located within protected 
areas that are private property, for which any project and activ-
ity to be developed in these areas are regulated by the relevant 
legislation and the management plans of each of the areas.

• Archeological Factors: In the event that there are archeologi-
cal remains in the land, the developer shall not initiate or con-
tinue the construction until the Institute of Anthropology and 
History (IDAEH, for its initials in Spanish) rules over the exist-
ence or not of a monument or historical or archeological objet 
subject to protection. As well, it shall determine the measures 
that the owner shall abide to safeguard its existence, in order to 
continue the developing the project in the site. 

• Main environmental regulations: Law for the Protection and 
Improvement of the Environment (Decree 86-86), Law of Pro-
tected Areas (Decree 4-89), Forestal Law (Decree 101-96), 
Regulation of Evaluation, Control and Environmental Follow-up 
(Governmental Accord no. 60-2015), Regulation of Discharge 
and Reuse of Residual Waters and Disposition of Muds (Gov-
ernmental Accord no. 236-2006); Law of the Registry of Ca-
dastral Information (Decree 41-2005), Municipal Code (Decree 
12-2002) the Territorial Ordenance Plan of the Municipality of 
Guatemala, the Regulatory Law of State Territorial Reserve Ar-
eas of Guatemala, amongst others. 

REQUIRED PERMITS

The permits required for the development of any activity on real 
property are described as follows. It is important that, if the 
activity that will be developed is overly specialized, it might be 
subjected to specific permits or authorizations according to the 
nature of the Project.
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9. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

• Environmental Impact Study: Before developing any Project, 
construction, industry or activity that might have an impact 
on the environment, natural resources or negatively affect the 
surrounding landscape, it is necessary to have the Ministry of 
Environment and Natural Resources’ (MARN, in Spanish) pre-
vious approval in order to fulfill the environmental obligations 
that are derived from it. 

• Construction License: In order to begin any type of construc-
tion on real property, it is necessary for the owner of the project 
to obtain a Construction License authorized by the municipality 
of the territorial jurisdiction where the project is located.

• Technical Study of Residual Waters: any person that gener-
ates residual waters derived from productive activities has the 
obligation to obtain a Technical Study of Discharge and Reuse 
of Residual Waters and Mud Disposition to comply with legis-
lative obligations, and to renew it every five years.

Intellectual property is a set of principles, doctrine and legal 
rules governing protection of distinctive signs, patents and 
copyright, among others. Intellectual property is divided in in-
dustrial property and copyright. 

Industrial property comprises trademarks, geographical indica-
tions, patents and trade secrets, among others. In Guatemala, 
industrial property is governed by the Industrial Property Act, 
Decree 57-2000 and its amendments. 

Copyright is governed by the Copyright and Neighboring Right 
Law, Decree 33-98 and its amendments. 

TRADEMARK REGISTRATION

In Guatemala, the property of the trademarks is obtained by its 
registration at the local Patent and Trademark Office. The pro-
tection term is of 10 years counted since the registration date. 
Trademarks may be renewed by equal terms. The renewal appli-
cation must be filed before the expiration date or during the six 
months after the expiration date, paying a penalty to the Patent 
and Trademark Office. 

The registration of a trademark grants to its holder the right of 
exclusive use and the right to oppose to non-authorized uses 
by third parties. 

A trademark application may be filed anytime, but before it is 
advisable to conduct an availability search at the Patent and 
Trademark Office to investigate if there are similar or identical 
trademarks filed or registered before, in connection with goods 
or services of the same nature. 

PATENT REGISTRATION 

Patents comprise patents of products and proceedings, indus-
trial designs and utility models. Patent rights are obtained by its 
registration at the Patent and Trademark Office. The requisites 
in order that an invention may be patentable are novelty, inven-
tive step and industrial application. 

Guatemala is part of the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). This 
treaty is managed by the World Intellectual Property Organiza-
tion (WIPO) and allows an extension of time for filing patent ap-
plications in countries that are part of the treaty different of the 
county of origin and allows the inventor or owner of the right 
to have a preliminary analysis of his invention, as to whether it 
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complies with the requirements to be considered an invention.  
National or Regional Offices are responsible for granting these 
types of patents, through the so called “national phase”.

COPYRIGHT 

The Law recognizes personal and economic rights for the au-
thors of literary and artistic works. Copyright protection is rec-
ognized since the creation date.  Economic rights are protected 
all the life of the author and 75 years after his dead. In order 
to exercise copyright it is not necessary to have a registration 
certificate. 

MARKETING APPROVALS AND REGULATORY 
AFFAIRS

Some goods need marketing approval. Depending of the good, 
the authorization may be granted by the Ministry of Public 
Health or by the Ministry of Agriculture. 

Some of the goods that need authorization of the Ministry of 
Public Health are the following: 
- Pharmaceuticals
- Cosmetics
- Medical devices

Some of the goods that need authorization of the Ministry of 
Agriculture are the following: 
- Agrochemicals
- Seeds

DATA PROTECTION

Sensitive personal data is the personal information relating to 
physical or moral characteristics of a person or to facts or cir-
cumstances of her private life or activity, such as personal hab-
its, racial origin, ethnical origin, ideologies and politic opin-
ions, beliefs or religious convictions, health or mental health, 

sexual preference or life, moral and family condition or other 
intimate matters of similar nature. 

Whoever commercializes or distributes by any means personal 
data, sensitive data or sensitive personal data, must have ex-
press written authorization of the right holder, in order to avoid 
incurring in civil or criminal responsibilities.

10. FINANCIAL MARKET

FOREIGN INVESTMENT LAW

Main economic sectors of Guatemala are open to both local and 
foreign investment and ownership; however, some restrictions 
apply to sectors considered to be of strategic interest, such as 
military. 

The Foreign Investment Law of Guatemala (Decree 9-98 of the 
Congress of Guatemala), promotes foreign investment and in-
cludes provisions that recognize and guarantee private property 
rights equally for Guatemalan nationals and foreign investors 
and establishes an equal treatment between domestic and for-
eign investors. This law expressly forbids all and any discrimi-
natory actions towards foreign investors and establishes that 
no restrictions can be placed on foreigners for owning any 
amount of stock in Guatemalan business entities. 

The financial activities or foreign investors are subject to the 
general protections granted to any kind of investments carried 
out in Guatemala.   The Foreign Investment Law, Chapter 10 
(investment chapter) of DR- CAFTA FTA as incorporated by its 
Chapter Twelve referring to Financial Services Chapter, and the 
Guatemalan Constitution clearly provides that foreign investors 
will receive a treatment not less favorable as national investors.

CREDIT INSTRUMENTS AND SECURITIES

Credit Instruments are commercial goods that grant a right to 
the holder. They are governed by the Commercial Code.

Securities are the necessary documents to legitimize exercise 
the express and autonomous right contained therein. They 
include credit, corporate or participation rights, merchandise 
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ENTITIES RELATED WITH THE GUATEMALAN 
BANKING SYSTEM

JUNTA MONETARIA (Monetary Board): The Monetary Board is 
made up by 6 members, and it manages monetary policy. The 
Monetary Board has absolute independence and acts through 
its own responsibility.

Banks, finance companies, savings and loan banks for family 
housing, financial groups, and the companies that make these 
and representative offices of foreign banks are governed, in or-
der, by specific laws. In the areas not covered by these laws they 
will be subject to the general law of the Republic of Guatemala 
as it were applicable to them.

Administrative acts and resolutions issued by both the Mo-
netary Board and the Superintendence of Banks under the laws 
and regulations listed above, observing the due process shall 
apply immediately.

RELEVANT INSTITUTIONS IN THE GUATEMALAN 
BANKING SYSTEM

MONETARY BOARD: The Monetary Board is composed of 6 
members, and is responsible for ensuring monetary policy. The 
Monetary Board performs its duties with complete independ-
ence and under its own responsibility.

BANCO DE GUATEMALA (Bank of Guatemala): The Bank of 
Guatemala is a decentralized, autonomous entity, with legal 
personality and its own assets. Its main purpose is to contribute 
to the creation of national economy, by providing the monetary, 
exchange and credit conditions that allow general price stabil-
ity.

SUPERINTENDENCIA DE BANCOS (Bank’s Superintendence): 
The Bank’s Superintendence is a body of the Central Bank, 
technical with functional independence, acting on the orders of 
the Monetary Board and exercises control and surveillance of 
the Bank of Guatemala, banks, financial companies, credit in-
stitutions, assurance and insurance companies, bonded ware-
houses, exchange businesses, financial groups and financial 
group holdings.

transfer or representation. Therefore, according to Guatemalan 
Legislation, Credit Instruments are a type of Securities.

Offering and trading of securities are ruled by the Securities and 
Commodities Market Law and its regulations.
   
BANKING SYSTEM

In Guatemala, only companies duly authorized by the Junta 
Monetaria (Monetary Board) may carry out financial activities.
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